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X Semester M.T.T.M./M.T.A. (Integrated Course) Examination, June/July 2017
(2007 – 08 : Old Scheme)

10.2 : GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM AMADEUS

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 80

SECTION – A

1. Answer any ten of the following. Each-sub question carries two marks. (2×10=20)

a) Display the neutral availability from BOM to SFO on 25th Aug. by AA only.

b) What do you mean by Record Locator ?

c) Explain Ticketing Time Limit.

d) When is SIARNK entry used ?

e) Which entry is used to cancel the entire Itinerary ?

f) Expand the car type code CCAR.

g) What are the major booking classes ?

h) Change the flight availability to 2 days later.

 i) What does the status code SS3 in a booking indicate ?

 j) Display hotel list for AMS by Inter-Continental.

k) Send Frequent Flyer No. BLD170 to British Airways.

 l) Which entry is used to find out the status of all the work areas ?

SECTION – B

Answer any five questions. Each question carries six marks. (6×5=30)

2. Complete the following encoding and decoding entries :

a) Encode Singapore Airlines.

b) Decode FCO.

c) Encode country Italy.
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3. Display the following availability entries :

a) LIS to VIE on  28th June by direct flight.

b) BLR to BKK on 20th September by C class.

c) LON to MAD on 18th June by departure time 0800.

4. Sell the following air segments :

a) Book one waitlisted segment in F class in line 2.

b) Book 2 seats in Y class in line 2.

c) Book 2 seats in C class and F class for connecting flight in line 2.

5. Input the names for the following passengers :

a) Mr. Davis Watt and Mr. David Thomas.

b) Mr. William Jayaraj and Mrs. Blessy Jayaraj will travel together.

c) Mrs. Manisha Rana will travel with her Infant Satyajeet.

6. Request for following SSR entries :

a) Fruit Platter Meal for passenger 2.

b) SSR entry for Deaf Passenger.

c) Request Diabetic Meal for segment 4.

7. Cancel the following PNR elements :

a) Cancel element line 4.

b) Cancel flight segments in elements 4 and 6.

c) Cancel the consecutive PNR elements 3 to 6.

8. Make the entries to display/retrieve the PNR :

a) Retrieve PNR for passenger Johar.

b) Retrieve PNR for passenger SIBELIUS departing by KL 343 on 10th May from AMS

c) Display PNR 3 from multiple existing PNRs

9. Make the entries for the following seat assignment :

a) Assign non-smoking aisle seat.

b) Assign Bulkhead seat for segment 4.

c) Request seat no. 18 A for segment 3.



SECTION – C

Answer any two questions. Each question carries fifteen marks. (2×15=30)

10. Mr. Sergio Estebez plans to travel from Madrid to Rome on 25th August. He
wants to depart at about 0800. The client prefers Iberia and economy class. The
passenger wants to return on 30th August departing at about 0800 with the same
airline and class. The flight is about 02 hours. The client’s business telephone
no. in Madrid is 01 622 6520 and home telephone no. in Madrid is 01 245 7692.
Arrange ticketing for 10th August. Mr. Estebez has requested the service. Create
and display the PNR. (The case study is imaginary).

Mrs. Aarti Singh plans to travel from Kolkata to Delhi on 25th July with Infant
Ravi. Book the passenger in Air India in Y class. Duration of the flight is 2 hours
and 5 minutes. The client’s contract number is 9844 248245. The ticket has to be
issued immediately. The client requests for Baby Meal. The reservation has
been requested from her husband Mr. Brijesh Singh. Build and display the PNR.
(The case study is imaginary).

11. Write a note on various travel related products/services offered by AMADEUS.

12. Explain the advantages and disadvantages of GDS to different travel sectors.
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